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Zodiac Sketches
piano

Zodiac Sketches is a suite of short character pieces that draw inspiration from the Chinese Zodiac, a 
twelve year cycle, in which each year of the lunar calendar is represented by one of the twelve zodiac 
animals: Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog, and Pig.

Duality
alto saxophone and French horn

Inspired by a mural by artist Amy Sol, this duet reflects the various layers of duality expressed within the 
artwork including light and dark, life and death, positive and negative space, and the physical and spiritu-
al planes of existence. This piece captures a powerful scene of a young girl breathing life into her ukulele 
and the faint crys of deer echoing in the distance.

Jezero Crater
clarinet and koto

Jezero Crater for clarinet and koto describes the rocky surface of the Mars-based landing zone for
NASA’s Perseverance rover, which entered Mars’ atmosphere on February 18, 2021 as part of NASA’s 
Mars Exploration Program. 

Leven Shire
shakuhachi, violin, and cello

Leven Shire is based on a short story by Jolinda Mendoza that centers around a small, quaint village 
whose beliefs are based on Norse mythology. The protagonist, Laura De Boer, spends the duration of 
the story chasing after her twin brother Ambroos, who trespasses into the forbidden forest with his best 
friend Bartell, ignoring the warnings of the village elders. After trampling through the flowers in the red 
poppy fields and setting a patch of mushrooms ablaze, the guardian of the forest is called upon by the 
mushroom folk to deliver retribution. The story ends in a cyclical way, with an aged Laura delivering a 
cautionary tale to the children of Leven Shire.

Voice of the Cicadas
clarinet, koto, and piano

Voice of the Cicadas is based on a seventeenth century haiku by the Edo period poet, Matsuo Bashō, who
juxtaposes images of the still and quiet with the shrill cries of cicadas. The music captures the poem’s im-
agery through the exploration of subtle shifts in timbre and the contrasting moments between flowing 
and rhythmic textures.

Shizukasa ya                        Such stillness -
iwa ni shimi-iru                    The cries of the cicadas
semi no koe                         Sink into the rocks.



Stalactite
cello and piano

Stalactite paints an aural landscape where drops of water fall from the cave ceiling and echo off of the 
cave walls, while a running stream flows nearby.

Ascension
piri, viola, and gayageum

Dragon’s have long been revered for their good fortune and ability to ward off evil spirits. During the
Joseon (1392–1910), paintings of dragons were often affixed to the gates of palaces and government 
offices to bring good fortune during the early months of the year. Ascension captures the dynamic
movements of a dragon, twisting its body as it rises through the swirling clouds.
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